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Dhivehi Writing

James W. Gair and Bruce D. Cain

Dhivehi (or Divehi) is spoken by about 230,000 people in the Republic of the

Maldives in the Indian Ocean, where it is the official language. Approximately 10,000

more speakers live on the island of Minicoy (India), where it is known as Mahl or Ma-
hal. It is an Indo-Aryan language, most closely related to Sinhala of Sri Lanka, but

not mutually inteUigible with it. The earhest documents (ca. 1200 c.e.) are in Eveld

'ancient' script, written from left to right, similar to the Sinhala script of the time.

This developed into a script called Dives (or Divehi) Akuru 'island letters', also writ-

ten from left to right. It has been supplanted, since the early seventeenth century, by
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TABLE 50.4: Dhivehi Vowels (fill)

Fill

Translit



TABLE 50.5:
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1. dimavani kon° kame°?

2. dimaivaini: kon kame?

S. dimaivaini: korj kame?

4. encountering which thing

kamakas°

kamaka?

kamakar)

thing, a.to

alugandumen°nas°

a[uga"c[umenna?

a[uga"4umenna?

us.to

/. nihifigen° e ule.

2. nihifigen e u[e

S. nihifiger) e u[e

4. not.having.caught that being

mahas°

maha?

mahag

fish.to

van!

vanii

vanii

is

en°

en

en

bait

gos° ule iru en°me undagu

gos ule: iru emme u"dagui

gos u[e: iru emme u"dagui

going being time most difficult

en"

en

en

bait

dati

dati

dati

scarce

irugai

irugai

irugai

time.in

hifan" uleni

hifan u[enii

hifar) u[enii

to.catch is.being

en"

en

en

bait

kihine°?

kihine?

kihine?

how

'When you go fishing, what is the most difficult situation you encounter?
—^When we go fishing, the most difficult thing that happens to us is when the

bait fish are scarce and we don't get the bait. —How do (you) try to catch bait

fish?' - After De Silva 1969: 202.
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